START OPERATING AT
10X WITH LIONGARD

STOP DIGGING FOR DATA.
START DIGGING IN.
ANSWERS FOR EVERY TEAM MEMBER

ONBOARDING
Quickly identify domain
and license expiration
for new customers.

BILLING
How much valuable time do you waste
searching through endless amounts of
data across multiple customer systems
and environments to find answers to
your questions?

Save customers money by
proactively finding unused
or overlapping Office 365
licenses.

WITH LIONGARD, THERE’S NO
MORE DIGGING FOR DATA.
Automating documentation means
you can rely on it to be your system of
record. Your team can trust that it's
accurate and up-to-date. With access
to a stream of information, MSPs can
review historical changes, alert on
anything, pinpoint metrics, and pull
reports across customers and systems.
Empower every team member with the
data they need, when they need it to
get their jobs done right.

SECURITY
Audit multiple systems to
ensure users are adhering
to security policies.

SERVICE DESK
Save time and start solving
tickets faster rather than
digging for information.

SALES ASSESSMENTS
Gain client insight and
differentiate your MSP.
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DRIVE ACTION
THROUGHOUT YOUR MSP

OWNERS - increase margin by
freeing up engineers, allowing
you to scale and differentiate
your MSP with the latest in
automation, using proactive alerts
to deliver on your promises to
your customers.

SALES - demonstrate
immediate value by
identifying duplicate or
unnecessary expenses
within a prospect’s system.

Roar is a great tool and has paid for itself a thousand times over – it's worth every penny!
GLENN PORTER, PRESIDENT - 5TH GEAR TECHNOLOGY CONCEPTS

SERVICE DESK - know what
needs your attention immediately
and lower your time to resolution
when you set alerts for the data
you want to monitor.

NOC & SOC ENGINEERS
- worry less and work more
efficiently with Liongard to set up
alerts, monitor misconfigurations,
and potential vulnerabilities for
critical systems across the stack.

50%

REDUCTION IN TIME
TO ONBOARD
Save time onboarding a new customer
or assess a prospect, and the time lost
digging for answers to random requests.
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EVERYONE - realize added
efficiency to your workday
and reduce frustration, to
make your job more enjoyable
and productive.

ANSWERS DELIVERED
DIRECTLY TO YOU
Liongard provides a straight path to the
information your entire team needs.

62.5%

$75K

TIME TO TICKET RESOLUTION

Eliminate the cost of manual effort.
Free up your engineers, so they can be
engineers, scale your MSP and improve
customer satisfaction.

IMPROVEMENT IN AVERAGE
Actionable Alerts generate tickets in
your PSA and self-close when resolved.

SAVED PER YEAR

*On average as reported by MSPs using Liongard

